Purpose. The aim of this work is to identify dependencies and options to strengthen the roadbed and a weak base by grouting piles. Analysis of software package SCAD to assess the effect of the selected option of strengthening the construction of spatial subgrade models. Methodology. In this paper the method of calculation of the soil mass in the software package SCAD is considered, which is a universal accounting system of finite-element analysis of structures and is focused on solving problems of designing buildings and structures rather complex structure. The finite element method is among the most modern and effective methods for the calculation of structures for various purposes. In the simulation, we get a complete picture of the stress-strain state of the study area, as well as the value of the limit load, rainfall, and so on. The spatial model based on the finite element volume, to better address the real characteristics of the soil mass, meets all the geometric characteristics of size and natural subgrade and the top structure the path that has been adopted in Ukraine. Findings. It was found that the most effective option to strengthen the roadbed, when applying grouting piles at the base of the subgrade and body, is to strengthen the five piles. At the same time there is even strengthen the soil mass at the level of 25 … 30% of the entire depth. However, even with the strengthening of the only two piles at the base of the effect of the strengthening of 14.1%. Established equation is linear and describes the decrease in strain. Taking into account the results of the research can be concluded that the consolidation is proportional to the depth with any number of piles. The dependence of the strain on the number of piles adheres to a polynomial function. Strengthening the bases of the subgrade and body depth also occurs in proportion with any number of piles. Originality. Design scheme generation algorithm for the calculation of the subgrade on a weak basis by finite element method was determined. The selection of strength characteristics of soils and the design parameters for use during the numerical simulation was completed. Load process simulation of the system by rolling stock was grounded. Practical value. Analysis of stress-strain state of «weak base-subgrade» allows you to see the basic laws work the soil and take the necessary measures to enhance the cross-section profile of jet-grouting elements.
Introduction
The main priority of rail transport is to provide of goods and passengers safety.
All facilities should be designed so as to correspond to its purpose, to be stable and reliable. Design of bases is a complex task that takes into account engineering and geological conditions as well as the design and performance properties of the structure.
Under the influence of the load from rolling stock and own weight of permanent way the soils deformed, and its deformation is greater than the greater tension in the soil. Deformation of soils bring to setting of structure. The tensions should not exceed the limits in order to be secured conditions of stability and safety of permanent way [1, 4, 10] .
Breach of the foundation stability displace in the form of displacement of natural soil mass, bringing to injuries or disturbance of the roadbed, such as soil slips, dips and more.
Experience of designing and performance of track structure showed that over time should take some measures to improve the characteristics of the soil mass to be able to the follow normal performance of the roadbed. [5, 3, 13] Soilcement elements that are widely used abroad, as well as construction of industrial and civil objects for its purpose, can be used for the strengthening of transport facilities, in particular at strengthening the roadbed as well as weak bases.
Purpose
The aim of this work is to identify dependencies and parameters of subgrade strengthening and weak base using soilcement piles. Analyses of using of SCAD software system came for assessing of impact choose variant of strengthening for structure of roadbed spatial models.
Methodology
The most of appropriate and promising method for assessment of roadbed stress-strain state is modeling the spatial models using finite element method. In this paper considers the method of calculation of soil mass by software complex SCAD, which is a universal calculation system of finiteelement analysis of structures and orientate on solution the tasks of designing buildings and constructions rather complex structure. The method of finite elements it goes to the most modern and effective methods for the calculation of structures for various purposes. During the simulation we get a complete picture of the stress-strain state of the study area and the limit value loading, sedimentation, etc.
The spatial model based on volumetric finite elements to better take into account the real characteristics of the soil mass meets all the geometric characteristics and natural size of subgrade and permanent way, which was adopted in Ukraine.
Deformation characteristics, those taken in the model correspond to the values which have been obtained in the study of subgrade soil [6, 7, 14] .
At the time modeling applied so restrictions (boundary conditions):
− on the model bottom impose a ban on movements in the direction of the three axis -X, Y, Z;
− lateral facets of base have a ban on movements over the axis X and Y;
− diametrical sides of model -a ban of movements over axis Y (plane deformations condition). [8, 9, 12] Top of model and also embankment slopes have no restrictions -free from boundary conditions.
The thickness of the computational model (on the axis Y) adopted 1.15 m, which corresponds to the width of two standard sleepers and two distances between sleepers with its epures 1740 pieces/km. The model is symmetrical on thickness relatively of axis X. Inclination of the railway slope make 1: 1.5. General view of the roadbed plan is shown in Figure 1 . All calculations performed by the multifrontal method of expansion of rigidity matrix with automatic optimization of the tape width, as this method is the most progressive when working with matrixes, which used to program complex SCAD [2, 11, 12, 15] .
After the complete linear calculation values of deformations relatively axis Z and axis X were obtained. Precision of matrix expansion is 1x1012.
General view of model in program complex SCAD shown in Figure 2 .
In this paper have considered the following variants of strengthening: placement of soilcement piles with a diameter of 0.5 m only in the base of roadbed and in base and through the body of roadbed. Adopted by number of piles are two, three and five, respectively, for each variant.
In all cases soilcement piles were disposed symmetrically about the axis of the track.
During the calculations of strengthening variations the length of piles at the base is 3 m long and the length of piles in the base and in the body of embankment -9 meters. The distance from the lower end of the pile to the bottom of the calculation model is 1.0 m.
Findings
After carry out of the control calculation unfortified subgrade have been received the maximum deformations along the axis Z (Figure 3) , that form 14.21 mm, and along the axis X (Figure 4 ) -2.45 mm. At the level of the transition from the body of the embankment to the base subgrade is a slight curvature in view of change point with characteristic modification of direction deformation behavior.
It should also be noted that in the area of crossing from base to embankment remain about 50% of total deformations, which is 7 mm.
According to the results obtained with the strengthening by two soilcement piles only in the base, the overall deformation on the axis Z in the level of rail head formed 13.4 mm (Figure 5.) , that is 5.7% less than the control calculation. Deformations of model in which additional piles were in the body of the embankment totaled 12.20 mm, that is 14,1% less deformations of unfortified models.
By the level of foot sleeper the deformations on the axis Z have been reduced in the case of strengthening of base on 4.0% and in the case of strengthening the base with the body of the embankment -on 14.0%. In addition, the model the characteristic changes of izofields deformations on the places of piles existing. It should be noted that in the area of crossing between weak base and embankment total deformation decreased on average by 16%.
In strengthening of roadbed by three soilcement piles, so be observed decrease of deformation on the axis Z. Thus the effect of the pile using only in base and in the base and body of embankment significantly different. In the first case, reducing of deformations by the level of rail head happened on 8.2%, while in the second case -almost three times more -20.6%.
However, in the plane of crossing between the base and the body of embankment exist several another situation. On the contrary, the strengthening only base reduce the deformations was about 27.3%, whereas the strengthening through the body of embankments exists of decrease by only 23.0%.
The calculation results in the strengthening by five soilcement piles testify about the following. The maximum deformation in the level of rail head totaled 12.62 mm and 10.57 mm at strengthening only bases and base with body of embankment respectively, representing a decrease of 11.2% and 25.6%. However, on the boundary of crossing from the base to the body of the embankments the effect from strengthening is the same reaching 29.1 … 29.5% with comparison the control calculation. Also on the present boundary become more pronounced the change of isolines (Figure 6 ). 
Originality and practical value
The algorithm of forming design scheme for calculating of the embankment on the weak base by the finite element method has been determined. The selection of soil strength characteristics and the calculation parameters for use in numerical modeling has been done. The modeling of loading system process by rolling stock has been grounded.
Analysis of stress-strain state of the system «weak base -roadbed» permit to see the basic regularities of soil work and use of embankment cross-section profile strengthening by soilcement elements.
The method of subgrade on weak base modeling that reflects with their work under loading by own weight and rolling stock has been proposed.
Conclusions
The most effective variant at the arrangement of soilcement piles at the base and in the body of embankment is strengthening its by five piles. Thus there is a uniform soil mass in the level 25 … 30% on the all depth. Reducing of deformations is linear and describe by the equation y = 11.906-0,4867h, where h is the depth of plane base from top plane of railbed. However, even with the strengthening only two piles in the base effect from strengthening is 14.1%. 
ОЦІНКА ВПЛИВУ УКРІПЛЕННЯ ЗЕМЛЯНОГО ПОЛОТНА ҐРУНТОЦЕМЕНТНИМИ ЕЛЕМЕНТАМИ
Мета. В роботі передбачається виявити залежності та параметри укріплення земляного полотна і слабкої основи за допомогою ґрунтоцементних паль. Також потрібно зробити аналіз використання програмного комплексу SCAD для оцінки впливу обраного варіанту укріплення при побудові просторової моделі земля-ного полотна. Методика. В даній роботі розглядається методика розрахунку ґрунтового масиву у програмному комплексі SCAD, який є універсальною розрахунковою системою кінцево-елементного ана-лізу конструкцій та орієнтований на вирішення завдань проектування будівель і споруд досить складної структури. Метод скінченних елементів відноситься до найбільш сучасних і ефективних методів для розра-хунку споруд різного призначення. Під час моделювання отримуємо повну картину напружено-деформованого стану досліджуваної області, а також значення граничного навантаження, осідання тощо. Просторова модель на основі об'ємних кінцевих елементів, для кращого врахування реальних характеристик ґрунтового масиву, відповідає всім геометричним характеристикам і натурним розмірам земляного полотна та верхньої будови колії, яка прийнята на території України. Результати. Встановлено, що найефективні-шим варіантом укріплення земляного полотна, при влаштуванні ґрунтоцементних паль в основі й тілі насипу, є укріплення п'ятьма палями. При цьому спостерігається рівномірне укріплення ґрун-тового масиву на рівні 25…30 % по всій глибині. Проте, навіть із укріпленням лише двома палями в основі, ефект від укріплення становить 14,1 %. Встановлено рівняння, яке має лінійний характер і описує зменшення деформацій. Приймаючи до уваги результати досліджень, можна зробити висновки, що укріп-лення по глибині відбувається пропорційно при будь-якій кількості паль. Залежність деформацій від кілько-сті паль дотримується поліноміальної функції. Укріплення основи і тіла насипу по глибині також відбува-ється пропорційно при будь-якій кількості паль. Наукова новизна. Авторами визначено алгоритм форму-вання розрахункової схеми для розрахунку насипу на слабкій основі методом скінченних елементів. Вико-нано підбір міцнісних характеристик ґрунтів та розрахункових параметрів для застосування під час чисельного моделювання. Обґрунтовано моделювання процесу навантаження системи рухомим складом. Практична значимість. Аналіз напружено-деформованого стану системи «слабка основа-земляне полотно» дозволяє побачити основні закономірності роботи ґрунту і вжити необхідні заходи для підсилення попереч-ного профілю ґрунтоцементними елементами.
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